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Height Inequality of Aigebraic Points
on Curves over Functional Fields

Sheng-Li Tan •

Illtroductioll

In this paper, we sha11 give a linear anel effective height inequality for algebraic
points on curves over functional fielels.

Let f : S --7 C be a fibration of a slnooth conlplex projective surface S over a
curve C, anel denote by 9 the genus of a general fiber of f. V'/e assunle that 9 :2: 2
anel S is relatively Ininilual with respect to f, i. e., S has no (-1)-curvcs cont aincd
in a fiber of f. Let k be the functional field of C, anel k its algebraic closure. For an
algebraic point P E S(k), we let E p be the corresponding horizontal curve on S.
The geolnetric canonical height h/\'(P) anel the geolnetric 10garitlllnic discrilninant
d(P) are clefinecl as folIows.

d(P) _ 2g(Ep) - 2
- [k(P): k] ,

where Ep is the nonualization of Ep, anel (k(P); k] = FEp is the degree of P. It
is a funclaluental problenl to give an effective bound of height by the geoluetric
discrinlinant. Up to now, Inany height inequalities have been obtainecl.

Szpiro,

\Tojta,

Parshin,

Esnault-Viehweg,

Vojta,

Nloriwaki,

h/{(P) :; 8.339+1 (g - 1?(d(P)/39 + oS + 1 + 1/339 ),

hg(P) ::; (89 - 6)/3 d(P) + 0(1),

hg(P) :::; (20g - 15)/6 d(P) + 0(1),

hg{P) < 2(2g-1)2 (d(P) +3),

hg(P) ::; (2 + €) d(P) + 0(1),

hg(P) :::; (2g - 1) d(P) + 0(1),

* The author would like to thank the hospitality and financial support of Max-Planck-Institut.
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Natural Science Foundation of China and by t.he Science Foundation of the University Doctoral
Program of CNEC.
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2 S.-L. Tan

where s is the nunlber of singular fibers af f. These inequalities can be faunel
respectively in [Sz], [Vo1], [Pa]' [EV], [V02] and [Mo]. It is a problenl to get an
inequality linear in 9 with explicit O( 1). (cf. Lang's COm111ents on this problel11,
[La], p.153). The purpose of this paper is to give such an inequality.

Theorenl A. Let f : S ----t C be a non-trivial fibration 01 gcrnts 9 ~ 2 with s
singular fibers, and P E S(k) an algebraic point. 11 f is sernistablc, then

hl\:(P) ~ (2g - l)(d(P) + s) - I(~/c,

(Lnd the equality holds only il f is smooth, i.c., s = o.
11 f is non-semistable, then

h/{(P) < (29 --1)(d(P) + 35) - I(~/c'

If we conlpare it with the canonical inequality, the ten11 3s in the seconcl inequal
ity seems to be natural. \fojta obtains a canonical dass inequality for sClllistable
fibrations:

I(~/c ~ (29 - 2)(2g( C) - 2 + 5).

Furthennore, we have showl1 that if the equality holels, then f is Slllooth (cf. [Ta2],
Rernark 3.6). In [Tal], in a qui te uaturnl way, we generalizecl Vo j ta's incquality
to the non-senlistable case:

I(~/c < (29 - 2)(2g( C) - 2 +3s).

The first step of the proof is to obtaill the first inequality in Theorel11 A for
rational points P, by using IVIiyaoka-Yau inequality. The ideal is 1110tivated by
Xiao's proof of Mal1in's Theorel11 (i.e., IvIoelell conjecture over functional fields),
(cr. [Xi], Corollary to Theorenl 6.2.7). Thell by usil1g I<:oclaira-Parshill's trick,
we can obtain the height inequality for the seillistable case. The final step is the
detailed study of the invariants of selnistable reductions. Because the first step
uses Miyaoka-Yau inequality, thc proof is unlikely to translate iuto nUlnber fields
case.

Ackhowledgenlent. Pd like to thank Prof. S. Lang for ellcouraging nle to find
height inequalities, eIuring Dur stay at !vIax-Planck-Institut für 11athelllatik in
Bonn.

1 Prelitllinaries

Let f : 5 ----t C be a fibration of genus 9 ~ 2, let FI,' .. ,Ps be thc singular
fibers of f, and let B = L:=l Pi. First of a11, we consicler the eillbeclded resolution
of the sil1gularities of Bred. \Ve denote by I(~/c' XI = cleg!*ws/c anel ef =
LF(Xtop(F) - (2 - 29)) the standard relative invariants of f.

Definition 1.1. The embedded resolution of the singularities of B is a sequence
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satisfying the following conditions.
1) (Ji is the blowing-up of 5i-l at a singular point ])i-l E Bi-1,red, which is not

an ordinary double point.
2) Br,red has at worst ordinary double points as its singularities.
3) Bi is the total transfonnation of Bi-I.

It is well-known that embeelded resolution exists and is unique. We denote
respectively by 1ni anel 111i the rnultiplicities of (Bi,rcd' pd anel (Bi,red, pd, where
Bi,red is the strict transfonn of Bred in Si. Then it is obvious that

7'11.i .2: rni - 2. (1)

Now we let 7f : C~ -----+ C bc a base change of clegree d. Let 51 bc thc nor
l1ut.lization of 5 Xc C. \\Te ean resolve the singularities of 51 by using ernbeclclecl
resolution of B. It gaes as follows.

7/ ) S~ lI'r ) 5'

S
PI

where ~~ is the nonnalization of SI x s S' (hence it is also the normalization of

S' Xc C), anel S2 is the rninirnal resolution of the singularities of 5~. All of the
rnorphisms are ineluced naturally. So S2 is also aresolution of 51. We shall call
such a P2 the e.mbeddcd resolution of the singularities of 51.

Let /2 : S2 -----+ C be the inducecl fibration, ji : S2 -----+ S the contraction of
t2:e i-I )-c~rves contained in the fibers of /2, Then we have an inducecl fibratian

f : S -----+ C, \~hich is relatively rninilllal anel is cletennined uniqucly by f anel 7f.

We shall eall f the pullback fibration of / nnder the base change 7r.

S<
ji

52 P2 ) S1 PI
) 5

11 112 1ft 11

C C C C
11'

Let II1.. = PI 0 P2 : S2 -----+ S.
If f is selnistable, then we say that 7r is a semistable red'll,ction of f. \Ve shall

use Kodaira-Parshin's construction to construct sonle selnistable reductions 7f.

Lenlllla 1.2. There exist some semistable reductio'11s 7f : C -----+ C 0/ f such that
1) 7r is ramified 1tniformly over the s crdic points of /, and the ranLification

index 01 any ramified ]Joint is exactly e.
2) e is divided by all of the m'll.ltiplicities 01 the com]Jone71ts 01 (J* B, and it can

be arbitrarily large.

In fact, a base change satisfying the above two conclitions IUUSt be a seluistable
reduction. If b = g(C) > 0, then the existence follows from Kodaira-Parshin's
construction. If b = 0 and f is non-trivial, then s .2: 3 (cf. [Be]) . Hence we can
construct a base cha.nge totally ralnified aver the s points. Then the existence is
recluced to the ease b > O.

In Definition 1.1, we denote by Ei the total inverse image of the exceptional
curve of (J i in S'.
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LenUlla 1.3. Let 1f be the sernistable red'nction constr1Lcted in Lernm,(I, 1.2. Then
we have

P1(5/C = rr;!(s/c - rr; (iJFi -Fi,redl) + !(P2 - D", (2)
1=1

where D" = !(S2/C - (5* !(s/C is an effective divisor s1Lpported on the exceptional

set 0/ p, and !(P2 is the canonical rational divisor 0/ the resOl1ttion Pz, i. e.,

(

l' )
-~ - * * .? '-!\.P2 - 1] 1fT' ?=(rf1.1-1 - .... )[, .

l=l

(3)

\"'le refer to ([Tal], §2.l and §5) for the proof of this lenuna. V'le only need to
note that in this case, 1] is thc resolution of rational double points of type An, so
!(TJ = O.

In [Tal], for each (singular) fiber F of /, we associate to it three nOllncgative
rational numbers ci (F), C2 (F) anel XF·

Definition 1.4. Let rr : C ----t C be a base......change of elegree cl ranüfieel over f(F)
and sOlue non-critic points. If the fibers of f over F are sen1istable, then we define

These three invariants are independent of the choice of 1f, anel can bc con1putcd
by elnbeddecl resolution of F. One of then1 is zero iff F is sen1istable. Let

1/\·(f) = 1(~/c - L ci(F), 1.,\(/) = Xf - L XF, !e(f) = cf - L c2(F).
F F F

where F runs over the singular fibers of f. Thel1 1h:(/), (,(I) and !e(f) are
nonnegative inval'iants of f, and 0118 of thc first two invariants vanishes if and
only if f is isotrivial, i.e., all of the nonsingular fibel's are iSOlllOl'phic. Note that if
f is senüstahle, thel1 these three invariants are nothing hut the standard relative
invariants of /.

Lenuua 1.5. ([Tal], Thcorenl A) If 1 is the pullback fibration 01 funder a base
change 0/ degree cl, then we have

...... ......
!1\'(f) = cl1g(/), 1,,(/) = dlx(f), 1e(f) = d1e(/).

For later use, in what follows, we consicler the C0l11putation of cf(F). For this,
we have to introcluce an invariant C-l (F) of F. In fact, we only neecl to note that
if 7r is the selnistable recltlction as in Lenuua 1.2, then we have

C-l (F) = -cl1 #{ curves over F contractecl hy p}.
eg 1f

Then we have (cf. [TalL Theoren1 3.1)

ci(F) = 4(9 - Pa (Fred )) + Fr
2
ed + L O'p - C-l (F).

pEF
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where a p = I: i ( 711 i - 2) 2
, 111 i COllle froln the eI11bedded resolut ion of the singular

point (F,]J). In fact, we havc proved that

L 0'P ~ 2Pa (Fred ) ,

l'EF

with equality if and only if Pa(Fred ) = 0, i.e., F is a tree of llonsingular rational
curves. (cf. [Tal], Lenuna 3.2). Henee we have

Lenulla 1.6. 1/ F is a singular fiber 0/ /, then

ci(F) + C-l (F) ::; 49 - 3,

and i/Pa(Fred ) > 0, then

ci(F) + C-l (F) ::; 49 - 4.

2 The proof of Theorenl A für seillistable curves

First of aH, we give SOlne notations. Let f : 5 -----+ C be asenlistahle fibration.
\Ve denote by f# : 5# -----+ C the corresponding stable model, and by q a singular
point of S#. Then q is a rational double point. Let {lq be the Milnor number of
(5# 1 q), i.e., the number of (-2)-curves in the exceptional set E q of the minilnal
rcsolution of q. Note that J-lq = 0 11lcans that q is a singular point of a fiber on the
snl00th part of 5#.

Theorenl 2.1. 1/ f : 5 -----+ C is non-triv'inl and semistableJ (I,nd P E 5(k) is an
algebraic point, then

hg(P) ~ (29 - I)(d(P) + s) - I(~/c,

and ij the eq'Uality holds, then f is srnooth.

Proo/. Gase 1. P is a 1.:: rational point. Let E be the corresponding section of /.
If b = g(C) > 0, then we know

1(5 "'-' 1(5/C + (2b - 2)F

is nef. Now we want to use NEyaoka's inequality ([NIi], CoroHary 1.3). If q E E,
i.e., E q n E = x, and Ex is thc (-2)-curve in E q passing through x, then

In this case, we replace q by q' anel q". Note that rn(Eq) = 3(pq + 1) - 3/(f-l-q + 1)
(cf. [Hi]), anel flq = {lq' + {lqll + 1, hence

3 3
€q := rn(Eq) - rn(Eql) - m(Eqll) = + ---

Il'q' + 1 /lqll + 1

3
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Then by using 1tliyaoka's inequality to E and

{Eq I q tf. E} U {Eql, Eqll I q E E},

we have

L 1n(Eq) + 3Xt.op(E) :::; 3C2(5) - (1(5 + E)2 + €

q

(4)

where € = ~qEE Cq. Since "L,q(J-lq + 1) = Cf, anel hg(P) = _E2
, (4) inlplies that

hl\·(P) :::; L 3 + (29 - 1)(2b - 2) - I(~/c +C.
IL q + 1q

(5)

Now we consider tbe base change 7f : C ---+ C const1'ucted in Lemnla 1.2. Let
[: S ---+ C be the pullback fibration of f, j5 the COrI;;sponcling rational point of
f. It is easy to see that thc corresponding objects of f satisfy

Applying (5) to f, we have

l.e.,

,. (29-1)S 1 (" 3 )hI\'(P)-(2g-1)(d(P)+s)+1\~/c:::;- +2" D +c.
e e f-lq + 1

q

Let e be large enough we can see that thc lefthand siele:::; 0, 01' < 0 if $ > O.
Now we consider the case b = O. Since f is non-trivial, we have s ~ 5 [Ta2].

Then we consieler also the~base change as given in Lenl1na 1.2. Since g( C) > 0, so
the height inequality for P holels, which iInplies the inequality for P.

Gase 11. P is an algebraic point of elcgree d p :...- Let Ep be the corresponding
rech::ccl anel irreelucible horizontal curve on 5, s: ~le nOl~lalization of Ep, anel
Jr : C --+ C the Inorphisl11 induceel by f. Let f : 5 ---+ C be the pullback of f
unde1' 7f. Since f is selnistable, we know that p is an isolllorphisill and
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By the construction of 1: s-----+ C, there is a section E of [ such that II2 *(E) =
Ep. Hence

hJdP) = dip EpJ(s/c

= d~ E . rr;(J(S/C)

1 -
= -EJ(S/c

dp

(
2g( C) - 2 S ) 1 ~2

«2g-1) +- --J\.--
- dp dp cl p S/C

S; (2g - 1)(d(P) + 8) - J{]·/c·

If 8 > 0, then the strict inequality holels.

3 The proof of Theorenl A for non-selnistable curves

Q.E.D.

Let f : S -----+ C be a non-sernistable fibration with 8 singular fibers. Let P be
an algebraic point of degree d p. V/e sha11 prove in this section that

hl\'(P) < (2g - l)(d(P) +38) - J(~/c' (6)

\~Te let 7f : C --+ C be the sernistable reduction of f as constructed in Len11na 1.2.
If E p is the corresponeling horizontal curve on S, then we denote respectively by
E 2 anel E the strict transfonns of Ep in 52 and S. Hence

(7)

whcre d = deg 7r.

Let Cp be tbe norn1a.lization of E p, 7fP : Cp --+ C the rnorphisrn incluced by
f, anel f p : S p -----+ Cp the pullback fibration of funder 7f p. By the construction
of f p, there is a section of f p whose ilnage in S is E p .

Now by considering the nonnalization of one corl1ponent of the fiber product
of Cp ancl Cover C, we can obtain a curve (; such that the following eliag1'am
conl1l1utes.

C C

Let j : S -----+ CI be the pullback fibration of [undel' rp. By thc uniqueness of the
relative rninirnalrlloclel (since 9 > 0) anel the universal propel'ty of fiber product,
we know that j is nothing hut the pullback of fp uneler 1jJ. Hence j has a section
E, which is inducecl by the above rnentioned section of f p. Therefore, we know
that the irnage of E in S coincides with E. Del10te respectively by ß al1el P the
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corrcspondillg points of E <ulcl E. Sincc f is seluistablc, by abusing notations, we
have

]{S/C = 4>* ]{s/c' <p*E = E,
then froln LeIllIna 1.3, p* ICs/c = rr;I\-s/c - D 1f , hence we obtain

h/\'(F) = !(5/cE = 4>*!(s/cE

= !(s/cE = p!(s/cE2

= (rr;!(s/c - D 1f )E2

= dI(s/cEp - D 1f E 2

= ddphl\o(P) - D 1f E 2l

thus we have

Note that
cleg 1/J deg 4>
--=--<1.

d d p -

Lenuna 3.1.
1 "

ddp h(P) ~ (29 - l)(cl(P) + s) - Ig(f)·

Prao/. Since j is senüstable, by TheorcIll 2.1, we have

whcre s is the nUlllber of singular fibers of j. It is obvious that

.. ds cl A..
.$ ~ - eg<-p.

e

By Lenllua 1.5, we have

By Hurwitz fonnula,

2g(0) - 2 = deg1jJ(2g(Cp) - 2) +1'1/1'

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11 )

(12)

Then note that the ralnification index of 1r at any ramified point is e, by the
construction of 1jJ we can see that the index of 't/J at any ranlified point is at 1l10St
e. Hence it is easy t.o know that the contribution of the raluified points of 1jJ over
Olle branched point to l' 1jJ / deg '1jJ is at 1110St 1 - 1/e. Thus
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it ilnplies that

2g( C) - 2 deg 'Ij; d(P) deg rj; ( 1)--'--'---- < -- +-- 1 - - s
ddp - d dp e

= d~~cP (d{F) + (1- Ds)
Combining (9)~(13), we have

_/1/ h(P):::; de
d
g

4> ((2g - 1)(d(F) + s) - 19(/))
(( P P

:S (2g - l)(d(P) + $) - 1/\·(/).

Now we shall find thc upper bound of d~p D rr E2 • Note first that

D rr = TI; (t.JFi - Fi,red)) - !(P2 + D".
l=l

9

(13)

Q.E.D.

Since Il2.E2 = dEp, and Ep(Fi - Fi,red) < dp , by project fonnula we have

Lelnlna 3.2.

d~ n; (i)Fi -Fi,red)) E2 < $.

p i=1

Lenuua 3.3.

Proof. Since]Ja (Fi,red) = 0 ilnplies that Pi is a tree of non-singular rational curves,
it has no effect on -!(P2 and -!(P2E2. For silnplicity, we assmne that Pa (Fi,red) =I
ofor all i.

By considering the elubeeleleel resolution, we let
r

(7* E = E + Lai-lEi.
i=l

where E is thc st.rict transfonn of E anel ai ~ 0 is the nnI1tiplicity of thc strict
transfonn of E at ]J i. \\Te have know that '1]. E 2 = 7r; (E) 1 and

hence

= d L(117.i-l - 2)EiE
i=l

= d L(nti-l - 2)ai-l
;=1
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8 ,.

= L Pi + L .,17.i- 1Ei1
i=l i=l

where Pi is the strict transfonll of Fi, anel iil.i-1 is thc l11Ultiplicity of the strict
transfornl of L::i F i at Pi· From 2:::::=1 PiE 2::: 01 we have

r s

L (li- 1 i17.i-1 ::; L PiE = sdp1

i=l i=l

then from (1),

This completes the proof.

LenUlla 3.4.

Q.E.D.

Proof. Since D" = ](S'lIC - j5. ](sie, by induction on the nUlllber of the blowing

clowns 1 we can see that the contribution of a curve in D" to D"E2 is at lnost clp.
On the other hand, the nunlbel' of curves contracted by pis d L:::= 1 c -1 ( Fi ). Hence
we have thc clesired inequality. Q.E.D.

Proof 0/ (6)

Froln the above lenuuas 1 we have

s

h/\"(P) «2g - l)(d(P) + s) - ](~/e +L (ci(Fi ) + c_l(Ft))
i=1

By Lenulla 1.6,

s

L (ci(Ft) + C-1 (Ft)) ::; (4g - 4)s + # {Fi I Pa(Fi,red) = O} "
i=l

Hence we have

Q.E.D.
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